
Hello My Beautiful Friends,

I send you so much love and peace,
With all the fear out there we have to shine brighter.
Here is how I'm my strengthening my Immune system.

What I'm doing is…..
As a co-creator of Heaven on Earth.
As an influencer, a life enthusiast, a way-shower, a Miracle worker, a lover of life,
and trust in GOD/Source the Universe.

I AM

We have to be stronger than the masses!
There is so much fear infused into our collective quantum field.
The Lightworkers, the Rebels, the Positive Thinkers, the Moms and Dads of the world... 
They are all counterbalancing the imbalance by UP-leveling their JOY frequency
by: 
being grateful, feeling peaceful, surrendering to what is, and making the best of the
present moment.
The Reality I AM choosing is…..
The Reality I AM creating is…..
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Getting HAPPIER -Thinking POSITIVELY-Counting my BLESSINGS
Taking good CARE of myself & my body
DANCING, MEDITATION

Helping people PROCESS FEAR  - personal sessions by
donation.
CREATING more online Events WE ARE: Empowering
Women,Increasing our Income,Reducing Debt
Coming Together to Practice Unconditional Love, Building
Communities for Getting Stronger & Healthier NOW.

In the Daily Practice (Membership), people have been
raising their daily vibe. The Lightworker is practicing a 10
minute daily meditation, reflection, and journaling, with a
shift towards positivity while learning to feel the releasing &
letting go of all negativity. Integrative Unity, a sacred space
for global interactive online community.

In our weekly meet up groups, people have been defining just what living in faith and
trust means to them because they realize nobody is coming to save them. They begin to
realize that they, themselves, are the ones that they've been waiting for. They are
welcoming and communicating with the savior within. They are practicing trust, living,
being and bringing the trust they want to see into the world.
It's a daily practice, you know.

In our Wealthy Roots for Women Group
By-Weekly Wednesdays. We are learning the art of technology and using our magic to
manifest - ideal reality's
We are Creatively Wild Women rising Rooted in our Spiritual and Material Abundance.

On the Kornelia Stephanie Podcast/ Events - Fridays (weekly)
The influencers have been empowering the collective to change their relationship with
money 

Change their conversation from money to vision 
Increase their income in business 
Going deeper into their spiritual principles by way of their faith and practices

All in all, it's been a good week.  



On a personal note, I'm…dancing, learning new manifestation skills, meet up-ing, and
building community. 
I'm creating GOOD karma
Being responsible with my energy
Loving on people
Trusting that all is gonna be alright
Trusting more
Loving more
Healing more
Taking real good care of my body
Sending love and compassion to all that are afraid
Instead of canceling events, the event I'M canceling is... The Flu.

My JOY is more powerful than any fear .
I get to choose how to live my life. 

If the world ended tomorrow, I would have wanted to live my life in JOY, instead of
in fear.
So, to all the media and fear mongers— Talk to the HAND—
I love you all....

Faith & Trust are feelings. And they are all happening now—
Trusting forward and marching for miracles..
Please join me.
When Love is the action the motivation instead of fear, you know God’s is here.

Oh, I almost forgot. 
I am also doing this...
Marianne Williamson is leading us into the highest vibration. 
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Thank you, beautiful light of the world, for all this healing light and may this virus now
transform itself into the nothingness from which it came.  We give thanks, we say Amen
and so it is. And so it shall be.

Suicide today is a national epidemic.
Do you know someone that has taken their own
life? Do you know someone struggling with
suicide? What about families that are left behind? This
is a wonderful resource and insight into what can
happen for the souls that are affected by suicide.
Suicide today is a national epidemic. I related to this
article by author Robert Schwartz because I suffered
from Suicide half of my adult life and I know of the
many interventions that the angels took on my
behalf. What was shared in this article is that, if
there is an opening for the possibility for the soul to
change their mind/heart the Angelic intervention
will take place, as it did in my case many times.
There has to be a soul willingness to heal the imbalance. It comes down to choice and
free will. It can be very hard when we see no way out. I always say that it's not that
people want to take their own life. It's that they want to kill the pain. For me it was
that I hated myself, I hated being alive and being here on this planet where there was so
much pain. As a super-sensitive empath, who feels energies and other people. It was
really hard for me, to love, to love myself enough, to nurture myself into wholeness
and to feel the miracle that love is, that life is and that love has the power to heal
all. #HeavenonEarth. #lovehealsall #unconditonallove

Read the rest of the article here.

Feel to Heal the Body. In this episode, Kornelia shares
how she used her emotions to heal her life and her

body and how you can too.

Kornelia Stephanie is a Spiritual Teacher and Business Success Coach helping people
reclaim their personal power so that they can become the authority in all areas of their
lives. She teaches people how to heal their lives using the power of emotions, loving the
self whole, and how to integrate practical spirituality into their daily lives. She helps people
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become emotionally healthy with great results. People experience huge, profound shifts
leaving the past behind, moving forward, navigating the new energies with passion
purpose and confidence.

(2:16) – The Journey of Awakening
(4:14) – Starting with the Emotional Core Wounds
(10:14) – Looking at the Anger Within
(13:24) – You Have to Feel
(16:32) – Healing her Body
(20:33) – The 21 Day Challenge
(29:29) – Heaven on Earth

21-Day Peace Challenge to our listeners, a full 21 days of no negative self-talk. 
You can also hear more from Kornelia on her varied Podcasts, and Radio shows.

Sign Up for the 21-Day Challenge HERE

Watch HERE
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Then Subscribe, Like, and Share to My YouTube Channel Right HERE
so that you never miss any of our life enriching content!

P.S. We love it when you make comments under the videos.

Lots of Love,
Kornelia
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